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Abstract Local scour around the obstacles such as bridge

pier is the result of complex interaction between turbulent

flow and sediment particles at the mobile bed. The entrain-

ment of sediment particles from the bed is stochastic in nature

and it is strongly influenced by instantaneous shear stresses of

the bursting process. The focus of this study is the investi-

gation of turbulent flow and analysis of contribution of each

bursting events to the Reynolds shear stress to find the

dominant bursting events and also the flow structure around

the circular bridge pier. The velocities around the bridge pier

were measured in three dimensions using an Acoustic

Doppler Velocimeter. These velocities were measured at

different positions around the bridge pier and at different

depths. Quadrant analysis is used to recognize the susceptible

regions for sediment entrainment and deposition. According

to quadrant analysis sedimentation is the dominant effect in

the scour hole whereas at higher levels the erosion force

becomes more important. In downstream of the pier, sedi-

ment particles are put in suspension and transported down-

stream due to sweep. Our results indicate that the secondary

currents are more dominant in downstream of the pier, as

compared to the upstream of the pier. Consequently the

maximum velocity in downstream of the pier takes place in a

location closer to the bed. In upstream of the pier the stream-

wise component of velocity becomes positive for which the

universal log-law turns out to be valid.

Keywords Bridge pier � Bursting events � Quadrant

analysis � Scour � Velocimetry

Abbreviation

rg [-] Geometric standard deviation of particles

d50 [L] Median diameter of sediment particles

D [L] Pier diameter

Z [L] Vertical distance from the measuring point

to bed

h [L] Total flow depth

u [LT-1] Instantaneous velocities in the longitudinal

directions

v [LT-1] Instantaneous velocities in span-wise

directions

w [LT-1] Instantaneous velocities in vertical directions

�u [LT-1] Temporal mean velocities in the longitudinal

directions

�w [LT-1] Temporal mean velocities in the vertical

directions

N [-] The number of instantaneous velocity

samples

H [-] Hole size parameter

T [T] Time interval

Ii
H y; tð Þ [-] Detection function

W [L] Channel width

u� [LT-1] The friction velocity

ks [L] The equivalent standard roughness of the bed

BR [-] Constant of integration

j [-] Von Karman constant

a [-] Non-Gaussian parameter
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1 Introduction

Scouring due to the turbulent flow around bridge pier is one

of the major causes of bridge failure. In addition, the ero-

ded sediment is a significant component of many envi-

ronmental degradation problems. The process of sediment

transport, however, is very complicated due to the inter-

action of many parameters. Furthermore, scouring changes

the morphology of the river and affects aquatic ecosystems

and fish habitats. Fish communities in the rivers and

streams are quite sensitive to the availability of stable pools

and scour hole volume (Arlinghaus et al. 2002; Armstrong

et al. 2003). Thus, investigating the hydrodynamics of the

flow structure has attracted the interest of researchers in the

field of environmental fluid mechanics and ecology.

In spite of the large number of experimental studies on

local scouring that can be found in the literature, there is a

lack of understanding of the coherent structures in turbu-

lent flow around the bridge pier. Most of the investigations

have focused on the countermeasure techniques to reduce

the local scouring (e.g. Chiew 1992; Dey 1997; Kummar

et al. 1999; Chiew and Lim 2000; Zarrati et al. 2004; Dey

and Rajkumar 2007a; Moncada-M et al. 2009) or concen-

trated to predict the maximum scour depth (e.g. Melville

and Coleman 2000; Barbhuiya and Dey 2004).

The stochastic nature of turbulent flow around bridge

pier has been investigated only in a handful studies (e.g.

Melville 1975; Dey et al. 1995; Istiarto 2001; Dey and

Rajkumar 2007b); hence the precise effect of pier on the

flow separation, reattachment, and the perturbed shear

layer in the turbulent flow responsible for sediment trans-

port is yet unclear.

Kline et al. (1967) have introduced the concept of

bursting phenomenon as a mean to describe the transfer of

momentum between the turbulent and laminar region near

the boundary. Wallace et al. (1972) and Willmarth and Lu

(1972) have applied a conditional sampling and averaging

technique to quantify the contribution to the Reynolds

shear stress during a cycle of events observed in the bed

region of the turbulent boundary layer. Lu and Willmarth

(1973) introduced the quadrant analysis for studying the

structure of the bursting phenomenon. The quadrant anal-

ysis was employed to determine the frequency of occur-

rence of each individual event within a bursting process,

i.e. outward interactions, ejections, inward interactions, and

sweeps. Nakagawa and Nezu (1978) and Grass (1971,

1982) have shown that the sweep event above the channel

bed is more responsible for transfer of momentum

into the boundary layer than the ejection event. In addition,

Nakagawa and Nezu (1978), Thorne et al. (1989),

and Keshavarzy and Ball (1995) indicated that the

sweep and ejection events occur more frequently than the

outward interaction (quadrant I) and inward interaction

(quadrant III) events. Williams (1990) and Thorne et al.

(1989) showed that sediment entrainment occurs most fre-

quently during sweep events and only occasionally during

outward interaction events, whereas transport of suspended

sediment depends primarily on the ejection event. Addi-

tionally, Keshavarzy and Ball (1995) have shown that the

magnitude of the instantaneous shear stress in a sweep event

is greater than outward and inward interaction events.

Although quadrant analysis is traditionally performed

for conditional sampling of the Reynolds shear stress and

turbulent heat flux, recent studies (e.g., Poggi et al. 2004;

Ghisalberti and Nepf 2006; Zhu et al. 2007; Afzalimehr

et al. 2011) extended the technique to include more general

properties of turbulence in plant canopy flows, such as

turbulent kinetic energy, vorticity, and dissipation rate.

Jafari and Keshavarzi (2010) investigated turbulence flow

and sediment entrainment over the ripples by using quad-

rant analysis. Esfahani and Keshavarzi (2011) analyzed the

bursting events in meander channels with different curva-

tures to find the turbulent characteristics of flow and sed-

iment motion in river bends. However, in spite of the

importance of coherent structures of turbulence and in

particular the bursting events around the bridge pier; their

characteristics have not been investigated in detail.

Because the quadrant analysis is a powerful technique to

recognize the structure of the bursting phenomenon and

consequently to find the susceptible regions for sediment

entrainment and deposition, this technique is considered in

present study to investigate the coherent structure of tur-

bulent flow in scouring process around the bridge pier. In

addition the effect of bridge pier on the mean flow, tur-

bulence, and the occurrence probabilities of each bursting

events are investigated. The main objective is to determine

the contribution of each quadrant to the Reynolds shear

stress and to compute the dominant event of turbulent

structure around the bridge pier for better understanding of

sediment transport in the scouring process.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Experimental setup

The experiments were carried out in a smooth rectangular

flume with 8 m length, 0.4 m width and 0.6 m height. The

entrance of channel was filled with sand in order to gen-

erate fully developed flows. The working section, in which

piers were located, was 1.6 m long with a recess on the bed

0.15 m deep and was situated 4 m downstream from the

entrance of the flume. The recess was filled with uniform

sediment with the mean particle sizes of 0.72 mm and

geometric standard deviation of particles was rg ¼ 1:12.

Uniform sand, having the same size as that used for the
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scouring test, was glued over the false floor (Fig. 1a).

Based on Raudkivi and Ettema (1983), for non-ripple-

forming sediment ðd50� 0:7 mmÞ, experiments can be

successfully run with a flow condition without disturbing

the upstream bed by the approach flow. According to

Chiew and Melville (1987) if geometric standard deviation

of particles are lower than 1.3, the effect of non-uniformity

of sediment on the depth of scour hole becomes negligible.

The water depth in the flume is adjusted by the sluice gate

in downstream of the flume.

A circular pier with diameter of 40 mm was used.

According to Chiew and Melville (1987) the pier diameter

should not be larger than 10 % of channel width. Pier

diameters were selected so that the effect of flume side-

walls on the depth of scour hole becomes negligible.

Because D=d50 [ 50 ðD=d50 ¼ 55:5 where D is the pier

diameter) the effect of sediment size on the depth of scour

hole becomes negligible (Chiew and Melville 1987).

Since the maximum depth of scour in clear water condi-

tion occurs at the threshold of bed material motion, all tests

were conducted at this condition (Raudkivi 1990). The

threshold of bed material motion was found by performing a

test before installing the pier. Threshold of material motion

was defined as a condition such that while finer bed materials

move, the overall average elevation of the bed is not lowered

more than 2–3 mm during the period of the experiment.

Three velocity profiles were measured by Acoustic Doppler

Velocimeter (ADV) in test section along the centerline of the

channel to obtain the flow intensity. These tests showed that

with a flow depth of 0.16 m and a flow rate of 0.0192 m3/s,

the bed material would be at incipient motion condition. The

ratio of the shear velocity to the critical shear velocity in our

experiments was found to be approximately 0.9.

Definition of equilibrium condition is complicated.

Several researchers have studied time-dependent scour

depth for clear water condition. They have introduced

different criteria for equilibrium time. Kumar et al. (1999)

stopped their experiments when the scour depth did not

change by more than 1 mm over a period of 3 h. Mia and

Nago (2003) stopped their experiments when there was less

than 1 mm scour by 1 h. Melville and Chiew (1999)

defined the equilibrium time when the scour depth did not

change by more than 5 % of the pier diameter over a period

of 24 h. In this study the equilibrium condition is obtained

after 50 h according to Melville and Chiew’s criteria.

A down-looking Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter (ADV),

developed by Nortek, was used to measure instantaneous

three dimensional velocity components. The ADV was

installed on tracks above the flume; it was easily movable in

vertical and horizontal directions. Errors in the prediction of

mean velocities were less than 1 %. Velocities were recor-

ded for each point with a sampling frequency of 200 Hz and

a sampling duration of 120 s. WinADV was used to filter

and process the velocity and turbulence data. Data with an

average correlation coefficient of less than 70 % and signal

to noise ratio (SNR) of less than 5 dB was filtered out.

Velocity profiles were measured approximately in 60 dif-

ferent longitudinal and transversal positions around the bridge

pier. In each vertical profile at least 20 points were measured

within the flow depth from the bed. Hence, the velocities at

1200 points within the flow around the bridge pier were ana-

lyzed. The lowest point for velocity measurements in each

profile is being 3 mm above the bed. Also, the ADV used in

this experimental study was not able to measure the velocity at

a depth of z=h [ 0:75 (where z is the vertical distance from the

measuring point to bed; and h is the total flow depth).

The ADV readings were taken when the scour hole was at

equilibrium condition. To stabilize a scour hole in equilib-

rium condition, the cement was sieved uniformly over the

scoured bed (Fig. 1b). After the bed became indestructible,

ADV measurements were performed (Fig. 1c).

2.2 Quadrant analysis

The bursting process consists of four different types of events,

according to quadrant analysis in the u0 � w0 plane, they

Fig. 1 (a) False floor glued with sediment and working section, (b) stabilizing the scour hole with cement, (c) measuring velocity profile with

ADV
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are classified as: outward interaction u0[ 0 and w0[ 0ð Þ,
ejection u0\0 and w0[ 0ð Þ, inward interaction u0\0ð
andw0\0Þ, and sweep u0[ 0 andw0\0ð Þ. u0 and w0 are

defined as follows,

u
0 ¼ u� u ð1Þ

w
0 ¼ w� w ð2Þ

where u and w are the instantaneous velocities in the

longitudinal and vertical directions, respectively and u and

w are the temporal mean velocities in the longitudinal and

vertical directions. The temporal mean velocities are also

given by,

�u ¼ 1

N

XN

i¼1

ui ð3Þ

�w ¼ 1

N

XN

i¼1

wi ð4Þ

where N is the number of instantaneous velocity samples.

The four quadrants identified for the velocity fluctuations

and the associated bursting events are shown in Fig. 2.

The four events types have different effects on the rate,

and mechanisms of sediment entrainment in a turbulent

flow. An ejection event is characterized by an upward

movement of low speed fluid, because the instantaneous

local velocity is lower than the time-averaged local

velocity. By the same definition, a sweep is a downward

movement of high-speed fluid towards the bed. Therefore,

bursting events in this quadrant have a significant influence

on the entrainment of particles into the flowing water

(Keshavarzi and Ball 1997), while transport of suspended

sediment occurs most frequently during ejection events.

A threshold level or hole size parameter H is introduced

in the u0 � w0 plane for quadrant analysis. In Fig. 2, the

cross-hatched region, called the ‘‘hole’’. It is bounded by

the curves:

u0w0j j ¼ H �
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
u02

p
�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
w02

p
ð5Þ

where H is the hole size. In quadrant analysis, events that

are located in the hole are excluded. Zero H indicates that

all u0 and w0 are included in the analysis. By increasing

parameter H, the progressively stronger events are elimi-

nated. Therefore, a clear identification between strong and

weak events is possible by the parameter H.

As pointed out by Nezu and Nakagawa (1993), the

threshold level H, is more or less selected arbitrarily. In

fact, the contribution of each quadrant to the Reynolds

shear stress as a function of the threshold level of the

hyperbolic hole region has been defined by (Dey and Nath

2010) as,

u0w0h ii;H¼ lim
t!1

1

T

ZT

0

u0 tð Þw0 tð ÞIi
H y; tð Þdt ð6Þ

where, T is time interval and Ii
H y; tð Þ is a detection function

defined as,

Ii
H y; tð Þ ¼ 1 when u0w0j j �H u0w0

�� ��
0 otherwise

�
ð7Þ

The fractional contribution Si,H to �u0w0 from each

event is,

Si;H ¼
u0w0h ii;H
u0w0
�� �� : ð8Þ

For hole size (threshold level) H = 0, the sum of

contributions from all different bursting events is equal to

one,
Xi¼4

i¼1
Si;0 ¼ 1:

The occurrence probability, for event type i, Pi
H is

computed as,

Pi
H ¼

Xt¼TMEAS

t¼0

Ii
Hðy; tÞ=

Xt¼TMEAS

t¼0
Ii¼1
H¼0 y; tð Þ þ Ii¼2

H¼0 y; tð Þ
�

þIi¼3
H¼0 y; tð Þ þ Ii¼4

H¼0 y; tð Þ
�

ð9Þ

where TMEAS is measurement-time length. Note that the

occurrence probability is normalized by the total number of

data by using H = 0 as index in the denominator of Eq. (9)

(Cellino and Lemmin 2004).Fig. 2 Bursting events and their associated quadrants
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3 Results and discussions

3.1 Velocity profiles

For the analysis of the velocity profiles and turbulence

quantities, the instantaneous three dimensional velocity

components were measured by ADV around the pier. Due

to the shape of ADV (three receiving transducers mounted

on short arms around the transmitting transducer at 120�
azimuth intervals) the closest distance for measuring the

velocity was 2 cm from the pier boundary.

The velocity measurements, around the circular pier in

the scour hole, have confirmed the complex three-dimen-

sional pattern of flow around the pier. The flow at upstream

of the pier is characterized by a flow circulation and a

strong downward flow at regions close to the pier. In

downstream of the pier, the flow circulation remains

however with a diminishing strength. In downstream of

the pier, there is a flow reversal towards the pier close to

the surface. As the flow moves downstream, by leaving the

scour hole, the flow reversal diminishes and the flow is

recovering to approach the flow condition. The measure-

ments around the pier show that the flow in the far region

beyond the scour hole circumference does not change with

the presence of the pier. Dey and Rajkumar (2007b)

investigated the characteristics of horseshoe vortex at

upstream of the pier at different stages during the progress

of the scouring process. For a circular pier, they pointed out

that the maximum down-flow occurs very close to the

upstream of the pier in equilibrium scour hole. Istiarto

(2001) concluded that the flow is altered only in the scour

hole region.

Upstream and downstream of the pier are the two crit-

ical points according to previous studies (Dey and Rajku-

mar 2007b; Istiarto 2001), thus these two points were

considered as instances for detail investigation in the fol-

lowing sections. The profile of the dominant component of

velocity u is shown in Fig. 3 at upstream and downstream

of the pier. As indicated in Fig. 3a, e for upstream of the

pier, reversed velocity occurs near the base. Thus, it veri-

fies that a strong horseshoe vortex exists upstream of

the pier inside the scour hole. This is in agreement with the

result of Dey and Rajkumar (2007b). They pointed out the

strongest vertical flow is observed at upstream of the pier.

The time-averaged absolute velocity V ¼ u2þð v2 þ w2Þ0:5
at upstream and downstream of the pier is depicted in Fig. 3e.

The vector plot displays the complicated turbulence flow at

upstream and downstream of the pier. At upstream of the pier

and above the scour hole, the absolute velocity V is uniform

and the vortical flow is not observed. By decreasing the

distance from the bed, the intensity of the down flow

increases. The reversal flow is clearly visible at upstream of

the pier (in the scour hole) and at downstream of the pier

(above the scour hole).

From Fig. 3a, e it can be observed that by increasing

the distance from the bed the stream-wise component of

velocity becomes positive in the scour hole. The maxi-

mum velocity occurs roughly on the edge of scour hole

and the velocity profile becomes uniform out of the scour

hole.

For the ratio of the flume width to flow depth (aspect

ratio) less than 5, dips in velocity profiles have been

observed over smooth beds by Nezu et al. (1989) and over

rough beds by Kironoto and Graf (1994). Graf and Alti-

nakar (1998) inferred that secondary currents cause the

‘‘dip phenomenon’’ of velocity profiles. They indicated

that for an aspect ratio of W=h [ 5; the maximum flow

velocity occurs at the water surface and the effect of the

secondary currents could be eliminated; whereas for an

aspect ratio of W=h\5; the influence of the secondary

currents is significant and the maximum velocity occurs

under the water surface. In the present study, an aspect

ratio is less than 5 W=h ¼ 2:5ð Þ. In addition the existence

of the pier in the flow intensifies the secondary currents and

displaces the location of the maximum velocity toward the

bed.

At downstream of the pier, the velocity increases and

approaches to its maximum value at z=h approximately

equal to 0.1 inside the scour hole (see Fig. 3b, e). In this

region, the velocity reversal phenomenon occurs out of the

scour hole toward the water surface. By comparing the

maximum velocity at upstream and downstream of the pier,

it can be concluded that secondary currents are more sig-

nificant at downstream of the pier because the maximum

velocity occurs near the bed in this region.

In uniform flows, the universal log-law can describe

velocity profile for the inner layer ðz=h� 0:2Þ (Graf and

Altinakar 1998),

uðzÞ
u�
¼ 1

K
ln

z

ks

� �
þ BR ð10Þ

where u� is the friction velocity, ks is the equivalent stan-

dard roughness of the bed ks ¼ d50 ¼ 0:72 mmð Þ, BR is a

constant of integration, and j is the Von Karman constant

j ¼ 0:4ð Þ. At upstream of the pier the reversal flow occurs

near the bed. By approaching to the water surface the

stream-wise component of velocity becomes positive in the

scour hole. The universal log-law is valid for this part (see

Fig. 3c). Consequently, after eliminating the negative

velocities in inner layer that occur in the separation region

near the bed, the velocity profile in the scour hole becomes

logarithmic. As shown in Fig. 3d the logarithmic distri-

bution is not valid at downstream of the pier due to the

reversal flow near the water surface.
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In order to estimate the correlation between the veloci-

ties at upstream and downstream of the pier the correlation

coefficient, R, is calculated which is defined as:

R ¼
P
ðX � XÞðY � YÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðX � XÞ2

q ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðY � YÞ2

q ð11Þ

in which X and Y are measured velocities at the same

distance from the bed at upstream and downstream of the

pier, respectively. X and Y are the corresponding mean

velocities in upstream and downstream of the pier.

The correlation coefficient between velocity distribution

in upstream and downstream of the pier was obtained to be

R ¼ �0:88. Since the absolute value of correlation coeffi-

cient is more that 0.7 Rj j[ 0:7ð Þ, the strong correlation

exists between velocities in upstream and downstream of

the pier. Negative correlation defines a relationship between

two variables in which one variable increases as the other

decreases, and vice versa. In statistics, a perfect negative

correlation is represented by the value R ¼ �1, while R ¼ 0

indicates no correlation. Therefore it can be concluded that

these two variables may be negatively correlated in some,

but not all, cases. As is also clear in Fig. 3.

3.2 Turbulence intensities

The turbulence intensities are the Root-Mean-Square (RMS)

values of the velocity fluctuations. Figure 4 shows the ver-

tical profiles of the turbulence intensities upstream and

downstream of the pier. At upstream of the pier and close to

the bed, RMS u0ð Þ has decreasing tendency due to the

reversal flow near the bed. All the three components of tur-

bulence intensities increase up to the edge of scour hole

(maximum velocity) and then decrease and finally approach a

roughly constant value.

As indicated in Fig. 4, in the scour hole and at upstream

of the pier, RMS v0ð Þ is larger than RMS u0ð Þ and RMS w0ð Þ.
This indicates that the secondary currents are dominant in

this region. Above the scour hole RMS of the stream-wise

velocity u0ð Þ values are larger than RMS of span-wise v0ð Þ
and vertical w0ð Þ velocities due to decrease of the sec-

ondary currents and uniformity of the velocity profile.

As a result of flow separation, the core of the high turbulence

intensity is in downstream of the pier. The turbulence intensity

decreases by increasing the distance from the bed. The maxi-

mum stream-wise and span-wise and vertical turbulence inten-

sities occur at the edge of the score hole. According to the Fig. 4

Fig. 3 Velocity profiles; (a) upstream of the pier, (b) downstream of

the pier, (c) universal law of the wall for stream-wise velocity fit for

upstream of the pier, (d) universal law of the wall for stream-wise

velocity for downstream of the pier, (e) time averaged absolute

velocity. Magnitudes of velocities are shown via a color code (Color

figure online)
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at downstream of the pier, and over the entire flow depth, the

span-wise turbulence intensity is stronger than the stream-wise

and vertical directions due to the flow separation at downstream

of the pier and also because of dominance of the wake vortex in

this region. Since RMS v0ð Þ is stronger at downstream of the pier,

the secondary currents are more dominant in this region. Con-

sequently, in downstream of the pier the maximum velocity

occurs at a location, which is closer to the bed.

3.3 Reynolds shear stress

The profiles of Reynolds shear stresses �u0w0 and �v0w0

are shown in Fig. 5. In general, the vertical Reynolds stress

�u0w0 at downstream of the pier is stronger than upstream

of the pier. Fluctuations observed in Fig. 5 are mainly due

the flow separation and vortex shedding.

Because of the reversal flow and also the dominance of

the secondary currents, the distribution of �v0w0 is negative

at downstream of the pier. In this region the magnitude of

�v0w0 is larger as compared to upstream of the pier. From

Fig. 5 it can be observed that at upstream of the pier, near

the scoured bed, the �u0w0 becomes negative due to the

return flow. In this region, values of �u0w0 and �v0w0

above the scour hole are almost constant.

The standard deviations of instantaneous Reynolds shear

stress are plotted in Fig. 6a at upstream (u) and down-

stream (d) of the pier. As it can be observed Reynolds shear

stresses are fluctuating heavily at downstream of the pier as

a result of wake vortices in this region. To get further

insight about the probability distribution of instantaneous

Reynolds shear stresses we measure the non-Gaussian

parameter, a, defined from the ratio of the forth moment to

the second moment of the distribution as (Vorselaars et al.

2007),

a ¼ \X4 [
3\X2 [ 2

� 1 ð12Þ

where X is the value of the shear stress and \[ denotes

averaging over all members of the ensemble. For a

Gaussian distribution a is zero. The non-Gaussian param-

eter for the Reynolds shear stresses are however larger than

zero at upstream and down stream of the pier, meaning that

they are characterized by a distribution whose tails decay to

zero slower than a Gaussian distribution. Deviation from

the Gaussian distribution can also be observed in quantile–

quantile plot (QQ-plot) of the quantiles of the Reynolds

shear stress values versus theoretical quantiles from a

Gaussian distribution (Chambers et al. 1983). If the dis-

tribution of Reynolds shear stress is Gaussian, the QQ-plot

will be close to a linear form. Figure 6b displays the

QQ-plot of the �u0w0 at upstream of the pier for z=h ¼ 0:2

as an example. The shape of the curve deviates from the

dashed line and therefore it confirms that the tails of the

shear stress distributions are not Gaussian.

3.4 Frequency of event

In order to apply bursting analysis for determining the

contribution of each quadrant to the Reynolds shear stress,

Fig. 4 Profiles of turbulence

intensities at upstream and

downstream of the pier
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a computer program was written in MATLAB. The frac-

tional contribution of Si;H to the Reynolds shear stress for

each quadrant was determined by varying the hole size

parameter H.

Several values of the hole size H have been considered

in the literature. The hole size H was chosen in the range of

4–4.5 by Lu and Willmarth (1973) for ejection events.

Beyond this level, the contributions of sweep events to the

Reynolds stress become negligible. Mazumder et al. (2009)

have chosen H = 0, 2, 5, 6, 10, 15 in quadrant analysis

over bedforms. Afzalimehr et al. (2011) considered H = 0,

1, 2, 3 to investigate the characteristics of turbulent flow in

channel with dense vegetation. A wide range of hole sizes,

H = 0, 1, 2…10, 15, 20 are considered in order to recog-

nize the differences between the weak and strong events in

bursting process. The computation has been performed by

first taking into account all the events (H = 0), and then

progressively stronger fractional events have been selected.

The occurrence probability profiles are shown in Fig. 7 at

upstream and downstream of the pier for H = 0. It is

important to note that equilibrium scour depth in upstream of

the pier is located at z=h ¼ 0:3. As shown in Fig. 7a, inside

the scour hole for z=h\0:05 the highest occurrence proba-

bilities are found for outward interactions and inward inter-

actions rather than ejection and sweep. Thus, in the scour hole

near the bed, flow does not have enough energy to transport

particles; hence sedimentation occurs in this region. As can

be seen also visually during the experiment, the particles in

scour hole near the bed are lifted up. However, they can’t

move along the flow and finally they return to the bed.

For z=h [ 0:05, the dominant events are ejection and

sweep. Outside the scour hole z=h [ 0:3ð Þ; in outer region,

Fig. 5 Profiles of Reynolds

stress at upstream and

downstream of the pier

Fig. 6 (a) Standard deviations

of instantaneous Reynolds shear

stress at upstream (u) and

downstream (d) of the pier;

(b) QQ-plot of the at upstream

of the pier for z/h = 0.2
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the fluctuations of all probabilities are more modest com-

pared to their fluctuations inside the scour hole. The depth-

averaged values of the occurrence probabilities in upstream

of the pier indicates that sweep has highest occurrence

probabilities. It is followed by ejection, outward interaction

and inward interaction events. Sweep event is the most

important bursting event for entrainment of sediment par-

ticles and causes movement of particles by rolling, sliding,

and saltation; consequently, the maximum scour depth

takes place at upstream side of the pier and sediment

transports in downstream direction.

In downstream of the pier, near the bed, the occurrence

probabilities of ejection are more than sweep events. Thus, the

sediment become suspended in this region. The occurrence

probabilities of ejection decrease toward water surface. The

occurrence probabilities of ejection and sweep events become

nearly the same in outer region. The other two events, outward

interactions and inward interactions, have nearly the same

occurrence probabilities. Due to their intensity, ejections and

sweeps contribute strongly to instantaneous shear stress. For

this reason, these events are expected to play an important role

in the erosion, transport, and deposition of particles in sedi-

ment transport (Cellino and Lemmin 2004).

To assess the influence of H on Si;H ; contributions of Si;H

to the Reynolds shear stress in each quadrants are plotted in

the entire flow depth at upstream of the pier for H = 0, 10,

20 in Fig. 8a–c. For H = 0 (see Fig. 8a), since no value of

Reynolds stress is eliminated in four quadrants, trend of

Fig. 8a is similar to Fig. 7a. Near the bed, outward inter-

action and inward interaction are dominant. By increasing

the distance from the bed, the trend changes and ejection

and sweep become dominant.

By increasing the hole size H, the contribution of each

event to the shear stress becomes comparable and the fluc-

tuation of Si;H over the flow depth is suppressed. As shown

in Fig. 8, in the region with z=h� 0:2 by increasing H the

fluctuations of Si;H over the flow depth are suppressed faster

compared to the region with z=h� 0:2. Therefore, the weak

events are much more dominated at z=h� 0:2

In Fig. 9 the contribution of each quadrant Si;H

	 

to the

Reynolds shear stress is illustrated for the entire flow depth

at downstream of the pier for H = 0, 10, 20. At down-

stream of the pier, regardless the hole size (H), both ejec-

tion S2;H

	 

and sweep S4;H

	 

contribute significantly to the

Reynolds shear stress. Although with increasing hole size

the discrimination between each events become more dif-

ficult, but the dominant event is ejection S2;20

	 

that is

followed by sweep S4;20

	 

. At downstream of the pier, the

fluctuations of Si;H over the flow depth is stronger as

compared to the upstream side of the pier. It can be con-

cluded that by increasing the hole size, H, the weak events

aren’t completely excluded at downstream of the pier, in

contrast to the upstream side of the pier.

The variation of the fractional contributions, Si;H

�� ��; as a

function of the hole size H for each of the four quadrants at

z=h ¼ 0:2 (near the edge of scour hole) at upstream and

downstream of the pier are shown in Fig. 10. At z=h ¼ 0:2;

quadrant (II) and (IV) events are dominant and quadrant

(I) and (III) events appear to contribute weakly to the

Reynolds shear stress production. Generally by increasing

the hole size, the contribution of each event to the Rey-

nolds shear stress generation becomes small.

As indicated in Fig. 10, upstream of the pier at z=h ¼
0:2; ejection S2;0

�� �� � 0:8
	 


is the dominant event which is

followed by sweep S4;0

�� �� � 0:6
	 


: The contribution of

sweep on the Reynolds shear stress production becomes

negligible for H [ 10 whereas the contribution of ejection

is significant even at H [ 20: On the other hand, the

contributions of outward and inward interaction to the

Reynolds shear stress are rather weak S1;0

�� �� ¼ S3;0

�� �� �
	

0:2Þ: These contributions vanish when H [ 6 and H [ 10

for quadrant (III) and (I) respectively.

At downstream of the pier, the contribution of each

event to the Reynolds shear stress production is more

significant than upstream of the pier. In this region, at

z=h ¼ 0:2; the contributions of ejection and sweep become

comparable S2;0

�� �� ¼ S4;0

�� �� � 1:4
	 


and both are greater
Fig. 7 Occurrence probability of event types for each quadrant

(I, II, III, IV); (a) upstream of the pier, (b) downstream of the pier
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than outward interaction S1;0

�� �� � 0:9
	 


and inward inter-

action S3;0

�� �� � 1
	 


: For each of the four quadrants at z=h ¼
0:2 in downstream of the pier the contribution of each

events to the Reynolds shear stress is still significant for

hole sizes as large as H [ 20: Therefore, at downstream of

the pier, although quadrant (II) and (IV) are more signifi-

cant, each of the four quadrants has important effects on

Reynolds shear stress.

Fig. 8 Si,H versus z/h for

different values of H upstream

of the pier for each quadrant

(I, II, III, IV)

Fig. 9 Si,H versus z/h for

different values of

H downstream of the pier for

each quadrant (I, II, III, IV)
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4 Conclusions

The structure of turbulent flow over the scour hole is

important for understanding the sediment particle entrain-

ment and transport. Two important issues that need to be

understood in sediment movements are the stochastic

nature of instantaneous shear stresses over the scour hole

and its influences on sediment entrainment and transport. In

the present study, stochastic nature of turbulent flow

around a bridge pier under a clear water regime has been

investigated experimentally. The results indicate that

probability distribution of instantaneous Reynolds shear

stresses are characterized by a distribution whose tails

decay to zero slower than a Gaussian distribution.

Reynolds shear stresses are fluctuating heavily at down-

stream of the pier as a result of wake vortices in this region.

Unsteady shedding wake vortices are created due to the

separation of the flow at downstream of the pier. These

wake vortices are very unsteady and oriented approxi-

mately vertically with low pressure at the vortex cores.

These vortices act like small tornadoes, lifting up sediment

particles and transporting the suspended sediment toward

downstream. The measurements reveal that at upstream of

the pier the maximum velocity occurs roughly on the edge

of scour hole. Outside the scour hole, the velocity profile

becomes uniform. The vertical profile of its longitudinal

velocity component at upstream of the pier, after elimi-

nating the negative velocities occurring in the separation

region near the bed, can be well explained by the loga-

rithmic law of the wall for the inner region. It was found

that the secondary currents are more significant at down-

stream of the pier because the maximum velocity occurs

closer to the bed. Similarly RMS v0ð Þ is larger in this region

compared to the upstream of the pier. In general, at

downstream of the pier, the vertical Reynolds stress

�u0w0
	 


is stronger than the upstream side of the pier. The

quadrant analysis indicate that at upstream of the pier, near

the bed, outward interaction and inward interaction are

dominant. By increasing the distance from the bed, the

trend changes and ejection and sweep become dominant.

This change is due to the velocity reversal phenomenon

that occurs near the bed at upstream of the pier. Inside the

scour hole near the bed, flow does not have enough energy

to transport particles; hence sedimentation occurs in this

region. Particles in the scour hole near the bed are lifted up,

however they can’t move along the flow and finally they

return to the bed. By comparing depth averaged values of

the occurrence probabilities at upstream of the pier, it was

found that the occurrence probability of sweep events is

more than other events, which followed, by ejection, out-

ward interaction and inward interaction. Since the sweep

events are dominant phenomena at upstream of the pier, the

maximum scour depth takes place at this region and eroded

sediment are transported in downstream direction. An

assessment of the variation of Si;H

�� �� with H at upstream and

downstream of the pier reveals that the contribution of each

event to the Reynolds shear stress production at down-

stream of the pier is stronger.
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